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2009 
Time For Needed 
Change & Opportunities 

2009C O M M E N T BBEERRLLIINN
Elspeth Tavares
Publisher & Editor in Chief

Elspeth Tavares

2009 started off with a bang for the
whole world. Less than two hundred

years ago the thought that an African-
American could be President of the
United States of America was unthink-
able, but President Barack Obama made
history. Twenty years ago Beki Probst
had a vision that the  EFM could
become a viable market alongside the
Berlinale, and in 2009 it reached a pin-
nacle of success. David & Ingrid are
delighted that their treasured Maverik is
growing. All these things are connected
because they make up the human chain
without which opportunity and change
cannot occur. Each individual men-
tioned above has started 2009 with a
bang, with optimism, and with the hope
of creating change for continuing
change. The global economy is in the
biggest recession many of us between
the ages of 20-70 will see in our life-
times. With the world spiraling out of
control in every direction, it was time
for change. This recession will touch
every sector of society and perhaps give
the many allied industries a chance to
look more closely at how we conduct
business, venture into new opportunities
with a different perspective, and look to
the world’s developing counties know-
ing that the choices we all individually
make in what we buy or eat directly
impacts those countries. It’s not enough
any longer to say, what can we do?
Because we know that ‘yes we can’ do
something. When we look back over the
just the past 30 years, a mere blip on

humanity’s clock, we see that among
other great accomplishments, the Berlin
Wall came down and apartheid was
abolished in South Africa, two major
achievements accomplished by ordinary
people. So, yes we can.

All of this connects to our film
industry in perhaps the most

important aspect of all. We’ve argued
over the years ‘does art imitate life or is
life imitated in art?’ I venture to say the
two aspects are so closely connected
that filmmakers need to re-examine the
dynamics of what they choose to portray
on the screen. As a simple example, I
enjoyed Batman Begins, but when I
screened The Dark Knight, I did not
enjoy the film for one simple scene. Was
it really necessary for the villain to say
the words (I’m para-phrasing) “I got this
face because my father put a razor in my
mouth”? The visual images of the char-
acter had enough impact without that
dialogue.The Dark Knight’s box office
revenue hit 300 million in the US alone,
with millions of viewers exposed to a
thought pattern I found very disturbing.
Shouldn’t we, as filmmakers and execu-
tives privileged to bring entertainment
to the masses, stop for one second and
apply Consideration, not Censorship, to
our films? As the recession takes hold,
the masses will more and more need to
be ‘lifted’ from the doldrums of their
daily lives. At this point in history, let’s
reflect society with our 21st century ver-
sion of Birth of a Nation.
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Same Time 
This Year 
(& Next)

BERLIN 2009

Ithink I am secretly in love with
Dieter Kosslick. Since attending
Berlin a few years ago, I find

myself looking forward with anticipa-
tion to the new passions of the cinema I
will discover as I head to Berlin. Isn’t
that the key ingredient of a fabulous
love affair? Dieter Kosslick does not
disappoint. Each year he and his team
discover a bevy of films to bring to the
attention of the international film com-
munity and the consumer audience in
Berlin that feeds at a table clustered
with filmic delights from around the
world. Having attended its launch, it’s
especially gratifying to witness the
growth of the Culinary Cinema in part-
nership with Carlo Petrini, President of
the Slow Food Movement. Culinary
Cinema has developed into an exciting
event that flowers each year with fresh
ingredients to feed the mind on how we
can work towards eating healthier and
provide less privileged nations with an
opportunity to grow, yet not exploit
them. Food, Inc. opens the 59th Berlin
International Film Festival program,
Culinary Cinema, and takes place at
Friedrichstadtpalast. Food, Inc. shows a
seemingly unstoppable catastrophe, but
reminds the viewer that there is hope –
if consumers recognize their power and
use it right. "A discussion on food as the
most important means of survival is
long overdue. Many people are unaware

of the food poisoning that occurs daily
around the globe, how crop business
works or how disastrous monocultures
are created," says Dieter Kosslick. At
the heart of the Festival and all that
Kosslick and his team present, you feel
the passion, the genuine love of film.
For filmmakers and the companies that
attend the EFM selling the film product,
this is a much needed jolt of reaffirma-
tion of the beauty that is the art of film
and all the elements that make up the
film experience. Maurice Jarre, one of
the greatest composers of film music in
our time, is the festival choice for the
Homage section. “Film composers often
are in the shadows of great directors and
acting stars. It’s different with Maurice
Jarre; the music of Doctor Zhivago, like
much of his work, is world-famous and
remains unforgotten in the history of
cinema,” Dieter Kosslick remarked.
From the traditional to the new digital
technology, Dieter Kosslick and his
team continually improve the experi-
ence for everyone attending the Berlin
International Film Festival. Since he
became Festival Director, Kosslick has
innovated and overseen an impressive
line-up of different programs that com-
bine the qualities of a true auteur of
film, which he has applied to the
Berlinale, a singular vision that has seen
the Festival grow from strength to
greater strength each year.

Dieter Kosslick
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BERLIN 2009

Beki Prosbt can indeed feel a
sense of pride as she sees the
market she nurtured through

many upheavals – political, economical
and internal – come to the recognition
it has  been achieving. The move to the
Martin-Gropius-Bau (MGB) in 2006
was pivotal, and the expansion in 2009
cements it. There is no question that the
Berlin Film Festival’s European Film
Market is one of the three important
markets for the international film com-
munity. One of the outstanding quali-
ties that Probst has engendered in the
running of the market is its ongoing
commitment to ensure ‘the client is
king’. Like all the other markets (AFM
& Cannes), the EFM is very efficiently
run, but what sets it apart is the sense of
personal connection with ALL the vari-
ous heads of department who assist its
clientele. This ‘human connection’ is
felt in the overall atmosphere of the
entire event, and for the companies on
the road in different parts of the world
for a significant number of days of the
year away from their families it’s a
‘welcome effect’. The EFM uniqueness
also lies in the close symbiotic relation-
ship that is strengthened through its
visible but invisible umbilical cord
with the Berlinale itself, a team collab-
oration that allows both parts essential
to the Berlinale to work in concert, a
well-orchestrated symphony. In late
2008 the EFM established the move to
the EFM Marriott Offices as the second

venue to house companies and went
online with its own website to enable it
to accommodate the growth. Beki
Probst commented: “We are very
pleased that all exhibit stands at both
EFM locations are completely booked.
Buyer and seller registrations from
Europe are particularly stable at pres-
ent.” Dieter Kosslick, director of the
Berlinale, said: “Beki Probst, who cel-
ebrates her 20th anniversary at the
Market this year, has created high inter-
national standing for the EFM with her
efforts. This supports the stability and
consistency of the market.” To meet an
increased demand for exhibit space, in
addition to the established Martin-
Gropius-Bau spaces, The EFM Marriott Offices pro-

vide new, premium exhibit
spaces on three floors of the

Marriott Hotel on Potsdamer Platz. The
Marriott Hotel also serves as the venue
for the new EFM initiative Meet the
Docs, a connection platform for docu-
mentary filmmakers. Meet the Docs is
the newest addition to the successful
EFM co-operations Books at Berlinale,
Straight from Sundance, and Latin
American Works-in-Progress. The
introduction of E-Cinema will provide
an extended service: all digital and
video films will be converted into uni-
form files and played back by servers.
This enables a screening for more for-
mats and provides greater security dur-
ing screenings.

Beki Probst Director of EFM

Congratulations 
To Beki Probst 
Celebrating 20 Years
SteeringThe EFM To 
Its Present Success
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Cinemavault headed by Nick
Stiliadis debuts Lymelife at the
Berlin International Film

Festival’s European Film Market. The
film stars Alec Baldwin, Cynthia Nixon,
Timothy Hutton, and Jill Hennessy,
Kieran Culkin, Rory Culkin, Emma
Roberts, and marks the directorial of
Derick Martini. Award winning film-
makers, the Martini brothers Steve and
Derick collaborated on the writing of the
script based on their experiences grow-
ing up on suburban Long Island.
Lymelife (compared by critics to
American Beauty) uncovers the dark
side of suburban paradise and the loss of
innocence and centers on two deeply
troubled, dysfunctional families during
the late 1970s. The film looks at first
love and family dynamics during a time
of drastic economic and cultural change.
Lymelife premiered at the Toronto Film
Festival where it received the coveted
Prize of International Critics for
Discovery Award, and recently screened
at Sundance (2009). The filmmakers’
vision was the key to getting the roster
of high profile talent attached including
Academy Award winner Martin
Scorsese and Leonard Loventhal as the

executive producers. Reached for com-
ment Derick Martini said, “ We got the
script out to the talent we wanted and
they all responded without hesitation.
We had great reviews at Toronto, and of
the distributors we spoke with, Nick was
passionate about the film. I respect him;
he is a straight talker and old school. His
vision of how the film will be distrib-
uted demonstrated his knowledge and
commitment.” Lymelife is scheduled to
roll out in the United States in New York
April 8th (Screen Media), simultaneous-
ly in Canada (Cinemavault), and in Los
Angeles April 17th. The film also stars),
and is produced by Jon Cornick, Alec
Baldwin, Barbara De Fina, Michele
Tayler and Angela Somerville.

Lymelife Hits The Limelight

Winner of an Oscar for his graduation
Live Action Short Quiero Ser
(I Want to Be), Florian Gallenberger’s

latest film, John Rabe, has received two
Bavarian Film Awards. The prestigious
awards went to the production by
Hofmann & Voges, EOS Entertainment
and Majestic for Best Film, and the
Best Actor award went to Ulrich Tukur
(The Lives of Others) for his lead role
as John Rabe. John Rabe has its inter-
national premiere at this year's Berlin
Film Festival, screening out of compe-
tition as a gala-presentation in the
Berlinale Specials section. Florian

Gallenberger relates the true story of a
German Siemens manager in the then
Chinese capital of Nanking who in
1937 saved about 250,000 civilians
from being slaughtered by Japanese
soldiers during the Sino-Japanese War.
The film is based on the diaries of the
‘Schindler of China’ who to this day is
revered as a saint in China, but was
practically forgotten in Germany.
Starring alongside Ulrich Tukur are
Daniel Bruehl, Steve Buscemi, Anne
Consigny, Chinese star Zhang Jingchu
and Japan's Akira Emoto. Sales interna-
tionally are through Beta Cinema.

John Rabe Garners Two Awards

Lymelife
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Cheri, the German-English-French co-
production starring Michelle Pfeiffer,
Academy Award winner Kathy Bates,
and rising British star Rupert Friend
competes at the 59th Berlinale for the
coveted Golden Bear. Directed by
Stephen Frears, Cheri was produced by
Cologne based MMCI’s Ralf Schmitz
and Bastie Griese working alongside
internationally acclaimed producers
Bill Kenwright, Andras Hamori and
Tracey Seaward. Academy Award win-
ner Christopher Hampton adapted the
script from Colette`s 1926 novel Cheri.
The staged luscious grand interiors
were designed by Alan MacDonald,
photographed by Darius Khondji and
shot at MMC studios in Cologne.
MMCI’s producer Bastie Griese com-
menting on the selection said,
“Producing Chéri represents one of the
milestones of our work in international
film business so far. We had the oppor-
tunity to prove our technical and spa-
tial professionalism plus our financial
competence by providing a financing

plan at short notice.” Ralf Schmitz,
CEO of both MMC and MMCI, added:
“We would like to thank the
Filmstiftung NRW and the Deutsche
Filmfoerderfonds (DFFF) for their sup-
port of Chéri. I’d like to give a special
mention to Jürgen Ruettgers, Prime
Minister of North Rhine-Westphalia,
as well as to the Minister for Media
and European Affairs, Andreas
Krautscheid. Their international com-
mitment for North Rhine-Westphalia
as a film location opens up new
prospects, commercially and creatively
for MMCI and the other filmmakers in
this state.” 
Currently, MMCI is working at almost
capacity on further international film
projects, “Made In Cologne”, and the
collaboration with Chéri producer
Andras Hamori is to be continued on
other projects. MMC Studios is already
underway with projects scheduled for
the summer, a thriller starring Samuel
L Jackson, as well as a 3D children’s
adventure project. 

Guten Tag Mon Cheri

The Berlin International Film
Festival’s European Film Market
marks the European Market Premiere
of Cut Loose (aka LOS) the Flemish
box office hit. Cut Loose  is the 30th
acquisition for Toronto based inde-
pendent  sales outfit Arrow
Entertainment headed by Steve
Arroyave  that debuted at EFM in
2008. The film premiered at the
Montreal World Film Festival and
won Best Director and Best Script at
the Cairo International Film Festival.
Cut Loose is a funny, heartfelt and
emotional film about racial integra-
tion and other serious issues, from the
Producers of The Alzheimer Case and 

Ben X and based on the best selling
novel by Tom Naegels.  Tom, (Pepijn
Caudron), a young and idealistic jour-
nalist is about to settle down with his
girlfriend,  Tinnie (SofieVan Moll)
when his life views get shaken up by
the beautiful Pakistani refugee Nadia,
(Sana Mouziane). Cut Loose is direct-
ed by Jan Vanheyen and produced by
Peter Bouckaert and Erwin Provoost.

Arroyave Cuts Loose At EFM

Cut Loose
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Party Down

Tutta La Vita
Davanti 
Available from
Adriana Chiesa
Enterprises 
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Genre: 3D Thriller
Director: Joe Dante

Cast: Chris Massoglia, Haley Bennett,
Nathan Gamble,

Teri Polo and Bruce Dern
Status: In Production

jack

BERLIN OFFICE
Ritz Carlton, Suite 550

Tel: 49 (0) 30 33 777 5603
Fax: 49 (0) 30 33 777 5604

LOS ANGELES OFFICE
6464 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 800
Los Angeles, California 90028

Tel: 323 769-8900 Fax: 323 769-8954

StephanieDenton
President,

WorldwideDistribution

JimHarvey
ExecutiveVicePresident,

International Sales

Genre: Suspense Thriller
Director: Joseph Ruben
Status: Pre-production

BOLD FILMS
BERLIN 2009
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Party Down

Lulu & Jimi
Available from
Beta Film 
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Return to Hansala
Available from
CinemaVault
Releasing
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The World Unseen
Available from
Enlightenment Film 
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Party Down

Sing to the Dawn
Available from
Golden Network 
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Party Down

Katia’s Sister
Available from
Holland  Films
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Party Down

Only
Available from
Horizon Pictures
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MARKET PREMIERE
DAY 1 - THUR. FEB. 5 AT 13:00 - CINESTAR 3
DAY 4 - SUN. FEB. 8 AT 09:00 - CINEMAXX 1

MARKET PREMIERE
DAY 1 - THUR. FEB. 5 AT 13:00 - CINESTAR 3
DAY 4 - SUN. FEB. 8 AT 09:00 - CINEMAXX 1

IN BERLIN: Contact Steve Arroyave, Mobile: +49 (0) 1 7617 368 838
Martin Gropius Bau, Canada Sales Desk, Booth #113, Tel: +49 (0) 30 246 497 412

7 GIVINS ST. • TORONTO • ONT M6J 2X5 • CANADA • TEL: (416) 516-0815 • FAX: (416) 850-9973 • www.arrow-entertainment.com
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Party Down

Penguins in the Sky
Available from
Kadokawa Pictures
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Party Down

7 min
Available from
Latido Pictures
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Fellini’s Book 
Of Dreams
Premieres 
In America

Fellini’s Book of Dreams, which delves into legendary writer-director Federico
Fellini’s writings and drawings of his dreams and fantasies, made its United
States premiere late January as one of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences’ new exhibitions for 2009. Featuring two original notebooks and more
than 100 reproductions of original pages from Fellini’s Book of Dreams, the exhi-
bition includes many images that inspired his most celebrated films. Fellini
began the notebooks in the 1960s and continued adding to them until 1990, three
years before his death at the age of 73. A 12-time Oscar® nominee (four nomi-
nations for directing, eight for writing) and a 1992 Honorary Award recipient,
Fellini directed four films that won Academy Awards® in the Foreign Language
Film category: La Strada (1956), Nights of Cabiria (1957), 8? (1963), and
Amarcord (1974). He was widely known for exploring facets of his subconscious
through his art; by actively embracing his dream life, he gave himself the oppor-
tunity to explore themes that later played out in his films, including eroticism,
religion, terror and love. The exhibition is presented in collaboration with the
Fondazione Federico Fellini and the Fondazione Cinema per Roma, and is on
display at The Academy’s Grand Lobby Gallery, located on Wilshire Boulevard
at Beverly Boulevard through April 19, 2009. 

Pictured above various images from Fellini’s Book of Dreams vol. I & II
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Bad Day Hits The Right
Cord For Girls Aloud 

Bad Day makes its market debut
at the Berlin Film Festival
screening at the EFM.  With a

strong British cast, the British inde-
pendent movie stars Donna Air, Claire
Goose, Sarah Harding (of Girls Aloud
fame), and Robbie Gee (Snatch).
Directed by Cult filmmaker Ian David
Diaz, international sales are through
Eddie Leahy of London based Centre
Media Sales. A hard-boiled crime
thriller, Bad Day takes place over the
course of 24 hours. While investigat-
ing London's south-side mob, Rebecca
Ryan (Claire Goose), an undercover
agent for the Organized Crime
Division (OCD) posing as a taxi driv-
er, finds her young daughter Lynn bru-
tally murdered and fears her cover has
been blown. Ryan turns renegade and
begins a brutal campaign of vengeance
against the mob she believes killed her
daughter. Bad Day reflects, in a 24-
hour time period, the relationships and
power of women in the world of crime
investigation. Director Ian David Diaz
has worked as a director on numerous
short films, television magazine pro-
grams, corporate promotions, music
videos, and documentaries since 1987.
After success with a number of shorts
including The Interrogation and the
Meg Foster short (Winner: Best

British Kids short Award, Chicago
Kids Film Festival 1992), he estab-
lished The Seventh Twelfth Collective
1996 to expand into feature films. His
feature directorial debut was The
Killing Zone (a cult classic), which he
also wrote, that won the Grand Jury
Prize Best feature Award at The LA &
New York International Independent
Film Festival 2000. Bad Day is the
first feature by twenty-three year old
Gina Helen Ashwell, one of the new
crop of upcoming female producers on
the UK independent film scene. Bad
Day is one of the first independent fea-
ture films shot in the UK using the
Panasonic AG-HVX200 P2 camera.
Diaz said, “I’ve always been a fan of
the raw, documentary visual styles of
films such as The French Connection
and more recently Narc, and I thought
it would be a creative challenge to try
and shoot a London-based police
genre film in such a style.” Eddie
Leahy commented, “Bad Day has a
great British cast and is one of very
few truly British films in the market-
place. The talent of the entire cast is
remarkable. Director Ian David Diaz
has achieved the grit and pace reminis-
cent of the French Connection &
Narc.” Centre Media Sales is based at
the Stand 23 MGB.

Claire Goose Donna Air Sarah Harding
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The recent AFM was the deciding factor that finally indicated there was deep
acceptance by the industry and the organizations that run the three important mar-
kets and festivals worldwide (AFM, Cannes, Berlin) that their clients, the independ-
ent nation of filmmakers and executives, were decidedly feeling the global econom-
ic pinch. That salient factor was demonstrated in the very low-beat end of market
report from IFTA, the organization that runs AFM. As the Nation that is the global
film industry heads to Berlin’s EFM, now the first market of the year, with very lit-
tle new product available for international buyers, The Business of Film garnered
opinions from the heads of three different ‘independent’ types of companies with
diverse business models across the spectrum that is referred to as ‘the independ-
ents’ to give their personal views where the overall market and their companies
stand in this most reflective and economically challenged of times.

B E R L I N  2 0 0 9  B U S I N E S S  B R I E F S

The State Of Play Of The Film Nation

Lisa Wilson, GK Films, 
President International Distribution

I N D U S T R Y O P I N I O N S

“I think in the market in general we are going to see an attrition. Companies that
are strongly financed and don’t have to rely on presales or bank funding will do
well, in the same way that the clients who have not over-extended on their lines of
credit will be needing product for 2010 and beyond. Various clients with whom I
have been speaking have had very few new submissions for Berlin. The overall
problem is globalization. When something happens in any part of the world, it
reverberates through many industries, and people are nervous. If you look at the
overall general play of things, DVD is on the down, and new media has not reached
near the point where it can replace that revenue source. As a consequence, clients
are seeking the star-driven pictures. If the picture has a big star, the clients are eval-
uating it doing well theatrically and still having DVD and TV value. The in-
between pictures are now the problem. Today there is no market for pictures that
used to be about 15-25 million with a name but not a big name, because the clients
would rather step up and pay that bit more for a picture where they have a better
risk of a return. As we head into 2009 that leaves the worldwide business with the
need for the bigger theatrical films. Only a very small number of companies like
GK Films with solid financing and access to the talent can concentrate on getting
those films made, and that is what the marketplace needs. It has been quite a while
since there has been such a recession, and while the film business to some degree
is recession proof, today it’s a completely different canvas. The public is still hun-
gry for the theatrical film, and we also see that the industry is gearing formats like
3D to make going to the movies an exciting cinematic experience. 
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“I think I will have a better feel of how
the overall market is during Berlin.
That said, the interest level for Nu
Image product is still strong, the mar-
ketplace still needs product, and clients
are enquiring when the line-up is com-
ing out, which indicates there is a cur-
rent buying mood. For the majority of
companies selling, films with big star
names are the films that are selling
strong, and I agree with my colleagues
that the medium films are the ones not
selling. The smaller films will also sell,
since the clients still need the video
product. At AFM with the talk of the
recession and the stock market collaps-
ing, clients were a little worried, but Nu
Image announced a big film and sold it
above what we could have imagined. I
believe that, overall, the buyers at

Berlin are going to be more careful,
maybe buy a little less, but in the final
analysis business has to go on, and even
though the markets are down, clients
are buying for 2010. Looking to the
immediate near future, I think some of
the big companies will be OK, and
some of the very small companies with
very little overhead will be OK. It’s the
medium-sized companies that could be
in trouble and the same goes for the
movies. We know that no business is
recession proof, but the film business
gets through it easier than other busi-
nesses. Overall, although every seg-
ment of doing business is affected, the-
atrical films during a recession are
stronger because the public needs
escapism, and the movies with heroes
do well. In my opinion, Berlin is now
the third important market after Cannes
and AFM. It’s the same buyers as the
other markets, but what helps it, and
why we attend, is because it’s the first
market of the year. Clients have closed
their books for the third quarter of 2008
and are looking for product in 2009.
They are a little hungrier at the begin-
ning of the year than they are at the end
of the year.”
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Panda Diary Available from Shochiku Films

Christian
Mercuri 
Nu Image
President
International
Sales &
Distribution
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“Quite clearly, starting probably in
2005, the Independent Market place has
experienced a transition from a Direct-
to-Video DVD model to a not-yet mon-
etized distribution model based on
VoD, IPTv, Wireless, and Internet. The
introduction of Blue-Ray has not made
a noticeable difference for the lower to
middle budget films. Given the
increased availability of free “entertain-
ment” content on new platforms
(YouTube, etc) as well as the reduction
of disposable income further to the eco-
nomic crisis, we do not think the down-
ward trend on DVD sales will change
in the foreseeable future. Anti-piracy
efforts could assist in slowing down the
downward trend in some countries, but
not in those territories that are still

experiencing some economic growth.
Fortunately, MonteCristo International
has focused on Theatrical Films since
its inception, already five years ago.
These Art-House director-driven Films,
which we select based on genre story-
lines, quality productions and inde-
pendently from language of origin,
have found an international theatrical
marketplace, albeit limited. To date, we
have released film theatrically in all
Asian territories and in most of Latin
America (with the notable exception of
Argentina) as well as Eastern Europe.
In Europe, we have released theatrical-
ly in Belgium, Spain, Italy, United
Kingdom, Greece, and Turkey. In
France, Germany, and Scandinavia,
where theatrical P&A is very expensive
and with much harder competition for
screens, we released films on
Television and DVD. While the cost of
manufacturing Inter-negatives and Os
is clearly higher than HD, the return in
the theatrical market place is essential
for this type of Film. As an example,
The Coffin was number one at the Box
office in Thailand and Singapore.” 

Mamma Moo & Crow Available from Svensk Filmindustri

Michael
Taverna
MonteCristo
Entertainment 
President/CEO

I N D U S T R Y O P I N I O N S ( C O N T )
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The Strength of Water, the debut
feature from New Zealand based
director Armagan Ballantyne, has

been selected to screen in the
Generation program of the 59th Berlin
International Film Festival. Written by
New Zealand playwright Briar Grace-
Smith and developed at the Binger
Institute in Amsterdam, Grace–Smith
and Ballantyne work-shopped the proj-
ect at the Sundance Directors and
Screenwriters Labs in Utah. The
Strength of Water revolves around a
time when a mysterious stranger arrives
in an isolated coastal town, and ten-
year-old twins Kimi and Melody are
forced apart. Kimi must become strong
enough to let go of what he loves the
most. The film was shot on location in
and around the Hokianga region in the
far north of New Zealand. The Strength
of Water is a New Zealand-Germany co-
production, produced by Fiona Copland
of Filmwork, with co-producer Karl
Baumgartner of Pandora Film in
Frankfurt (German co-production part-
ner for Whale Rider), along with
Raimond Goebel. Director Armagan
Ballantyne is in Berlin to introduce the
film to audiences, joined by Fiona

Copland, Raimond Goebel and Karl
Baumgartner. The Strength of Water is
financed by the New Zealand Film
Commission, Filmstiftung NRW in
Germany, NZ On Air, and Perceptual
Engineering. At Berlin the film is being
sold internationally by NZ Film, the
sales arm of the NZFC. The Strength of
Water is scheduled for release in New
Zealand through Hopscotch Films in
2009. The Strength of Water marked the
first time a New Zealand Film has been
chosen to be included in the VPRO
Tiger Awards Competition at The
Rotterdam International Film Festival.

NZ Garners 2009 Generation Nod

Kimi & Melody 

L’Uomo Che Ama Available from Adriana Chiesa Enterprises
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